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The talk explores the role of symmetry in quantum transport and in driven systems.

Symmetry in molecular systems such as benzene rings, LH2 complexes, carbon nan-
otubes, and C60 can result in multiple steady state solutions in non-equilibrium transport
measurements [1]. However, dynamic or static disorder in open systems will break the sym-
metry and thus the degeneracy of multiple steady-states, leading to a unique current. To reveal
the symmetry hidden under disorder, we demonstrate the slow relaxation of dynamical cur-
rents and uncover hidden signatures of multiple steady states [1,2].

Another type of symmetry is the commutativity of coupling operators, exemplified by
non-commutative quantum transport [3]. Further, to study the symmetry in driven systems,
we have systematically developed Floquet response theory for open quantum systems driven
by a strong but periodic driving field and perturbed by a weak but arbitrary probe field
[4,5]. Dynamical symmetries of the Floquet states lead to spectroscopic signatures includ-
ing symmetry-protected dark states and Floquet-band selection rules [4].
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